
Write!, formerly Write! Edit, offers you a comprehensive set of 
features to extend your Qlik Sense solution to extract better 
analytics from your data, improve your data quality, and foster 
cross-departmental collaboration.

THIS IS WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE WRITE!
By using a wide range of data entry types (dropdowns, free text, 
checkboxes, calendar fields, ratings, etc.) you can implement a 
wide variety of use cases in Qlik. Expand your scope in Qlik with 
the all-important Writeback feature of Write! Through the direct 
and automatic writeback in Qlik, you can comment on and edit 
data records in real time.

Write! is enterprise-ready and suitable for companies of all sizes. 
Simply contact us and we will find the right solution for your 
application.

Extend your BI solution with our Qlik Extension Write! for more efficient 
analytics and cross-departmental collaboration. 

 Editing data directly in the user interface

 Creation of new data in Qlik

 Writing the data back into a database

 Editing data via mobile device

 High data quality and avoidance of incorrect 
entries through logically linked dropdowns

 Free choice of input masks/input fields, e.g.: 
free text fields, checkboxes, dropdown fields, 
calendars, traffic lights, ratings and mathematical 
formulas

Feature Possible applications

Commenting
WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) editor, 
pop-up, free text

Inline comments, comment tagging, comment history

Editing
Free text, dropdown, checkbox, date picker,
Traffic Lights, Ratings, Calendar, Popup,
WYSIWYG Editor, Tagging, Multi Dropdown

Processing large amounts of data, audit trails

Data cleansing & 
maintenance

associative dropdowns, associative fields
Validation rules, colouring according to formula,
conditional edit mode / permission-based editing, 
conditional show/hide of columns.

Data mapping, section access management, CRM, duplicate detection, 
data validation, data enrichment, supplier evaluation, ABC analysis, 
Holiday planning

Calculating
Cell reference by row, individual mathematical 
formulas

Price calculation, summation

Create new 
datasets

Creation of new cells, generation of 
 keys, predefined fields

Simulation, creation of new potential customers, creation of new holiday 
entries

WRITE! FEATURES AT A GLANCE



WORKFLOW FOR APPROVAL PROCESSES
The creation of approval processes is an important topic for 
many Qlik Sense users. Write! makes it easy to implement 
such processes in Qlik Sense. 

 
CRM
Write! allows you to build a CRM system directly in Qlik 
Sense. Track sales cycles, customer activity and your 
pipeline. Even creating new records is easier than ever 
before thanks to the Writeback feature..

Selected Write! Use Cases

PROJECT PLANNING
Write! allows you to create and manage projects in Qlik 
Sense. Assigning the responsible persons and the real-time 
calculation of the project budget are done directly in Qlik 
Sense. 

SUPPLIER EVALUATION
Implement supplier evaluation and ABC analysis in Qlik 
Sense with Write! Purchasing can evaluate suppliers live 
in Qlik Sense and prepare and present the results with 
appropriate visualisations.

Arrange a demo with our experts and we will show you how 
your use case can be implemented with Write! Of course, 
we are also available to answer any other questions you 
may have about our Qlik Extension Write!

Contact

Ana Krückels 
Sales & Inside Manager

info@write.bi 
www.inform-datalab.com/write/

Click here to schedule a demo


